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NCTC Online (NOL)
What is NCTC Online (NOL)?

NOL is:

- The primary dissemination system of terrorist and terrorism related information produced by NCTC and other counterterrorism mission partners.
- A web-based application designed to provide users with collaboration and intelligence products to find CT data.
- NOL pages designed rapidly focusing on current and emerging “hot topics” in counterterrorism - i.e. Hezbollah, Syria, Foreign Fighters, Olympic Games.

Available On:
- JWICS (Top Secret)
- SIPRNet (Secret)
- RoundTable
Collaboration is instrumental in exchanging quality, time-sensitive information with other mission partners.

NOL - J collaboration features include:
- Email Notifications to ICE Mail
- Blogs
- Instant Message Chat
- CT Directory of Names
NOL – J Collaboration

- Access to all the community’s counterterrorism (CT) information
  ~ 7 million counterterrorism documents
  ~ 8,000 authorized NOL users, averaging 3,000 using it every month
  ~ 18 agencies with an ability to post intelligence products directly

- Finished Intelligence (FININTEL) from:
  • FBI, DIA, CIA, NCTC, NSA, DHS, NGA, NORTHCOM, EUCOM…
  • Provides a forum to exchange HCS Information across Agencies in the CT community
Products available on NOL:
- Intelligence Products
- Finished Intelligence (FININTEL)
- Daily Reports
- Message Traffic
- Tearlines

NOL offers access to other systems, databases & community websites
- Terrorist Identities Datamart Environment (TIDE)
- Central knowledge base for known or suspected international terrorist identities
Delivery via NCTC Online…

- **NCTC Situational Reports (SITREPS)**
  - Summary of terrorist-related reporting during the last 12 hrs

- **National Terrorism Bulletin (NTB)**
  - Available to Cabinet-level principals and other senior officials with CT responsibilities.

- **Senior Executive Terrorism Report (SETR)**
  - Available to Senior officials with foreign and domestic terrorism responsibilities
- **InSight**
  - Alternative analysis to stimulate thought and dialogue on terrorist-related topics.
- **NCTC Special Analysis Report (NSAR)**
  - Long-term analysis of issues relating to terrorism
- **Spotlight**
  - Covers a spectrum of terrorism topics & customers
- **Available to all US Government organizations with access to NOL**
  - Includes FBI Field Offices /JTTF, CIA Stations and Combatant Commands
How to Access NOL- J / NOL-S

https://nol.nctc.ic.gov

- NOL is available on every TS/SCI desktop (CWE, JWICS)
  - Must have HCS Clearance and Need-To-Know
  - IC-PKI Certificate
- Subset of information available on NOL-SIPRNet
- https://nol.nctc.sgov.gov

NOL Help Desk (24x7)
571-204-1900 (Commercial)
936-3300 (Secure)
nol_help@agency (ADN email)
nol_help@cia.ic.gov (JWICS email)
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